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High Stakes Require High Performance
The development of anticancer drugs is more difficult and has a
lower success rate than in other indications. You need a partner
that has both deep and current experience executing projects in the
fast-evolving and complex field of oncology. We deliver a complete
range of clinical trial services and provide strategic consulting to
companies developing cancer therapies.
Our proven center of excellence provides guidance and insight to
optimize your clinical strategy, choice of endpoints based on the
mode of action or tumor biomarkers, patient selection, feasibility
studies, up-to-date trend analyses, and result reporting.
As a specialized clinical solutions company, primarily partnering
with small to midsize biopharma, our experts excel at designing
and executing oncology and hematology clinical trials, covering
all development phases (I-IV), solid tumors and hemato-oncology
indications, and a wide spectrum of drug modalities and therapeutics.
With these advanced therapies, marketing approval is critical, so
we design and conduct each trial with your marketing approval or
exit strategy in mind.
You know your team is bringing their best. From clinical study
design to clinical trial management, medical writing, clinical data
management, and more — you need a partner that does, too. You
need CATO SMS.

Oncology Trials Require Oncology Experts: CATO SMS
Our proven center of excellence gives you insights and results from startup to completion. Working at the
forefront of oncology, from full-service clinical trials to consulting projects, we offer substantial experience in:
• Anticancer vaccines

• Metabolic regulators

• Antibodies (monoclonal, bispecific, and ADCs)

• Chemotherapies modified for enhanced efficacy

• Other immunotherapies (immune stimulating
peptides, checkpoint inhibitors such as PD-L1)

• Immunotherapies (DNA vaccines)
• Cell, gene, and tissue therapies (ATMPs)

• Nanoparticle formulations
Our specialty is Phase I/II trials, in which oncology know-how is key. These complex trials are monitored
intensively by our oncology CRAs and managed by our experienced PMs. We also have substantial experience
with late phase, pivotal, and postmarketing trials well as compassionate use/early access programs.

Proven Center of Excellence
• Wide range of clients, many returning for continued collaboration
• In-depth therapeutic knowledge and hands-on experience to meet your challenges and seize opportunities
• Awareness of current scientific and clinical developments supports you in transforming cancer care
• Clinical experience and market understanding to leverage the full potential of your oncology compound
• Global, collaborative oncology network of renowned, experienced, and well-motivated sites, investigators,
and opinion leaders facilitates selection of the optimal countries and sites for your trial
• Intensive trial monitoring by dedicated oncology CRAs well versed in tumor-specific evaluation criteria and/
or immune-related criteria such as RECIST 1.1, (i)RANO, irRC, iRECIST, and mRECIST.
Patients are relying on you to discover lifesaving treatments; you can rely on us to deliver the therapeutic,
operational, and organizational insights your oncology trials need.

We know how important your product is to you and the patients who are waiting.

